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The internet provides a space for children and young
people to communicate, explore, laugh and learn.
There are lots of ways parents and carers can support
their children in doing these things safely.
During 2020 many families have spent longer on devices
than usual so we would like to support you by providing
information and resources for you to use at home.

1. Begin with a conversation
Talking about the positives of going online, keeping the conversations
broad and valuing your child’s opinion shows that you are interested in all

aspects of their online world. Remain open-minded, and remember
children use the internet differently to adults. Encourage your child to
discuss what they enjoy about going online.

Here are some questions to ask:

How do you
find games that
you like online?

What makes you
happy when you
use technology?

What would you do
if…? (eg, you watched
a worrying video, you
were sent a mean
message?)

What can we do
as a family to keep
each other safe
online?

2. Work together
Get your family together to discuss how you use technology and what you
use it for. Come to a joint agreement on using it safely and responsibly, and

work together to set clear expectations and boundaries. Let your child
know what they can do if anything happens online that is worrying,
upsetting or confusing, and remind them they can always talk to you about

anything. Use the Childnet Family Agreement to guide discussions around
your family’s internet use. Download a copy at
childnet.com/familyagreement.

3. Tackling difficult conversations
Often, difficult topics of conversation can be planned for, but with online
content being so accessible, occasionally they can be needed earlier than

anticipated. You may wish to take a direct approach and explain the
concerns that have lead you to start this conversation.
Alternatively, you might feel an indirect approach is more suitable –

discussing young people in general to avoid additional pressure. Listen
carefully to any confusion or concerns. Reassure them you are always there
to help and even if you don’t know the answers, you can find these out

together. You can find helpful links to advice on difficult topics at
childnet.com/have-aconversation.

4. What if something goes wrong?
If your child comes to you with a concern, try to remain calm and curious,
rather than furious. Avoid blame or criticism, as this may close down the

conversation if your child feels they have done something wrong or
they are in trouble. Instead, remain non-judgmental, acknowledge the
challenges they have overcome, and thank them for telling you.

It’s okay if you are unsure what to do next, the important thing is to let your
child know you are there for them. There is a lot of further support out there
to help you decide on your next steps. You can find helpline numbers,

further advice and information on reporting at childnet.com/
parents-help.
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Links (please click)
For children
•
•
•
•
•
•

Think U Know
BBC Bitesize
CEOP
BBC Newsround
Child Net (Digi-Duck Story)
Child Net (Smartie the
Penguin)

For parents
Internet Matters
Think U Know
Parent Zone
Parent Info
UK Safer Internet Centre
CEOP (National Crime
Agency)
• Childnet
•
•
•
•
•
•

